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1.1 Quark Flavor as a Tool for Discovery9

An essential feature of avor physics experiments is their ability to probe very high mass scales, beyond10

the energy accessible in collider experiments. In addition, favor physics can teach us about properties of11

TeV-scale new physics, which cannot be learned from the direct production of new particles at the LHC.12

This is because quantum e�ects allow virtual particles to modify the results of precision measurements in13

ways that reveal the underlying physics. (The determination of the t! s; d couplings in the standard model14

(SM) exempli�es how direct measurements of some properties of heavy particles may only be possible in15

avor physics.) Even as the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN embarks on probing the TeV scale, the16

ongoing and planned precision avor physics experiments are sensitive to beyond standard model (BSM)17

interactions at mass scales which are higher by several orders of magnitude. These experiments will provide18

essential constraints and complementary information on the structure of models put forth to explain any19

discoveries at LHC, and they have the potential to reveal new physics that is inaccessible to the LHC.20

Throughout the history of particle physics discoveries made in studies of rare processes have led to new and21

deeper understanding of nature. A classic example is beta decay, which foretold the electroweak mass scale22

and the ultimate observation of theW boson. A number of results from kaon decay experiments were crucial23

for the development of the standard model: the discovery of CP violation in K0
L ! �+�� decay ultimately24

pointed toward the three-generation CKM model [1, 2], the absence of strangeness changing neutral current25

decays (i.e., the suppression of K0
L ! �+�� with respect to K+ ! �+�) lead to the prediction of the fourth26

(charm) quark [3], and the measured value of the KL {KS mass di�erence made it possible to predict the27

charm quark mass [4, 5] before charm particles were directly detected. More recently the larger than expected28

BH {BL mass di�erence foretold the high mass of the top quark. Precision measurements of time-dependent29

CP-violating asymmetries in B-meson decays in the BABAR and Belle experiments �rmly established the30

CKM phase as the leading source of CP violation observed to date in avor changing processes | leading31

to the 2008 Nobel Prize for Kobayashi and Maskawa. At the same time, corrections to the SM at the tens32

of percents level are still allowed, and many extensions of the SM that were proposed to solve the hierarchy33
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puzzle are likely to give rise to changes in favor physics that may be observed in the next generation of34

experiments.35

Today, a well-planned program of avor physics experiments | using strange, charm, and bottom quarks36

| has the potential to continue this history of producing paradigm changing scienti�c advances.37

1.2 Strange, Charm, and Bottom Quarks as Probes of New Physics38

In the past decade our understanding of avor physics has improved very signi�cantly due to the e+e�39

B factories, BABAR, Belle, CLEO, and the Tevatron experiments. While kaon physics was crucial for the40

development of the SM, and has provided some of the most stringent constraints on BSM physics since the41

1960-s, precision tests of the CKM picture of CP violation in the kaon sector have been hindered by theoretical42

uncertainties in calculating direct CP violation in K decay. The B factories provided many stringent tests by43

precisely measuring numerous CP-violating and CP-conserving quantities, which in the SM are determined44

in terms of just a few parameters, but are sensitive to di�erent possible BSM contributions. The internal45

consistency of the measurements and their agreement with CP violation in K0{K0 mixing, �K , and the46

SM predictions (shown in the left plot in Fig. 1-1) escalated the \new physics avor puzzle", which is the47

mismatch between the relatively low (TeV) scale required to solve the �ne tuning problem, and the high48

scale that is seemingly required to suppress BSM contributions to avor-changing processes. This problem49

arises because the SM avor structure is very special, containing small mixing angles, and additional strong50

suppressions of avor-changing neutral-current (FCNC) processes. Any extension of the SM must preserve51

these features, which are crucial to explain the observed pattern of weak decays.52

The motivation for a broad program of precision avor physics measurements has gotten even stronger in53

light of the 2011 LHC data. With a hint at a particle that may be a SM-like Higgs boson, but no sign of54

other high-mass states, the LHC has begun to test naturalness as a guiding principle of BSM research. If55

the electroweak scale is unnatural, we have little information on what the next energy scale is to explore56

(except for a hint at the TeV scale from dark matter, a few anomalous experimental results, and neutrinos57

most likely pointing at a very high scale). The avor physics program will explore much higher scales than58

what can be directly probed. However, if the electroweak symmetry breaking scale is stabilized by a natural59

mechanism, new particles should be found at the LHC. Since the largest quantum correction to the Higgs60

mass in the SM is due to the top quark, the new particles will likely share some properties of the SM quarks,61
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Figure 1-1. Left: Constraints on the apex of the unitarity triangle in the ��� �� plane (at 95% CL). Right:
the allowed hd � �d new physics parameter space in B0{B0 mixing. (From Refs. [8, 9].)
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Operator
Bounds on � [TeV] (C = 1) Bounds on C (� = 1TeV)

Observables
Re Im Re Im

(�sL
�dL)

2 9:8� 102 1:6� 104 9:0� 10�7 3:4� 10�9 �mK ; �K

(�sR dL)(�sLdR) 1:8� 104 3:2� 105 6:9� 10�9 2:6� 10�11 �mK ; �K

(�cL
�uL)

2 1:2� 103 2:9� 103 5:6� 10�7 1:0� 10�7 �mD; jq=pj; �D
(�cR uL)(�cLuR) 6:2� 103 1:5� 104 5:7� 10�8 1:1� 10�8 �mD; jq=pj; �D
(�bL

�dL)
2 5:1� 102 9:3� 102 3:3� 10�6 1:0� 10�6 �mBd ; S KS

(�bR dL)(�bLdR) 1:9� 103 3:6� 103 5:6� 10�7 1:7� 10�7 �mBd ; S KS

(�bL
�sL)

2 1:1� 102 2:2� 102 7:6� 10�5 1:7� 10�5 �mBs ; S �

(�bR sL)(�bLsR) 3:7� 102 7:4� 102 1:3� 10�5 3:0� 10�6 �mBs ; S �

Table 1-1. Bounds on �F = 2 operators of the form (C=�2)O, with O given in the �rst column. The
bounds on � assume C = 1, and the bounds on C assume � = 1TeV. (From Ref. [6].)

such as symmetries and interactions. Then they would provide a novel probe of the avor sector, and avor62

physics and the LHC data would provide complementary information. Their combined study is our best63

chance to learn more about the origin of both electroweak and avor symmetry breaking.64

Consider, for example, a model in which the only suppression of new avor-changing interactions comes from65

the large masses of the new particles that mediate them (at a scale �� mW ). Flavor physics, in particular66

measurements of meson mixing and CP violation, put severe lower bounds on �. For some of the most67

important four-quark operators contributing to the mixing of the neutral K, D, B, and Bs mesons, the68

bounds on the coe�cients C=�2 are summarized in Table 1-1 (for S � we use the LHCb result). For C = 1,69

they are at the scale � � (102 � 105) TeV. Converseley, for � = 1TeV, the coe�cients have to be extremely70

small. Therefore, there is a tension. The hierarchy problem can be solved with new physics at � � 1TeV.71

Flavor bounds, however, require much larger scales, or tiny couplings. This tension implies that TeV-scale72

new physics must have very special avor structures. The new physics avor puzzle is thus the question of73

why, and in what way, the avor structure of the new physics is non-generic. As a speci�c example, in a74

supersymmetric extension of the SM, there are box diagram with winos and squarks in the loops. The size75

of such contributions depends crucially on the mechanism of SUSY breaking that we would like to probe.76

To be sensitive to BSM contributions to FCNC processes (where the SM is suppressed, but not absent), many77

measurements need to be done, and it is only their combination that can reveal a signal. (There are some78

exceptions, mainly processes forbidden in the SM, but considering only those would unnecessarily narrow79

the program.) To visualize the constraints from many measurements, it is convenient to use the Wolfenstein80

parameterization [7] of the CKM matrix,81

VCKM =

0
B@
Vud Vus Vub

Vcd Vcs Vcb

Vtd Vts Vtb

1
CA =

0
B@

1� 1
2�

2 � A�3(��� i��)

�� 1� 1
2�

2 A�2

A�3(1� ��� i��) �A�2 1

1
CA+O(�4) : (1.1)

It exhibits the hierarchical structure of the CKM matrix by expanding in a small parameter, � ' 0:23. The82

unitarity of this matrix in the SM implies many relations, such as that de�ning the \unitarity triangle"83

shown in Fig. 1-1, which arises from rescaling the Vud V
�
ub + Vcd V

�
cb + Vtd V

�
tb = 0 relation by Vcd V

�
cb and84

choosing two vertices of the resulting triangle to be (0; 0) and (1; 0). (We use de�nitions of the �; A; �� and85

�� parameters that obey unitarity and ensure that the apex of the unitarity triangle is (��; ��) exactly [9].)86

Fundamental Physics at the Intensity Frontier
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As a result of second order weak interaction processes, there are transitions between the neutral meson avor87

eigenstates, so the physical mass eigenstates are their linear combinations, denoted as jBH;Li = pjB0i�qjB0i.88

(The p and q parameters di�er for the four neutral mesons, but the same notation is commonly used without89

distinguishing indices.) In a large class of models, the BSM physics modi�es the mixing amplitude of neutral90

mesons, and leaves tree-level decays una�ected. This e�ect can be parameterized by just two real parameters91

for each mixing amplitude. For B0 � B0 mixing, writing M12 = MSM
12

�
1 + hd e

2i�d
�
, the constraints on hd92

and �d are shown in the right plot in Fig. 1-1. Only in 2004, after the �rst signi�cant constraints on  and93

� became available from BABAR and Belle, did we learn that the BSM contribution to B{B mixing must94

be less than the SM amplitude [10, 9]. The right plot in Fig. 1-1 shows that order 10 � 20% corrections to95

jM12j are still allowed for (almost) any value of the phase of the new physics contribution, and if this phase96

is aligned with the SM (2�d = 0 mod �), then the new physics contribution may still be comparable to the97

SM one. Similar conclusions apply to other neutral meson mixings [11, 12], as well as many other �F = 198

FCNC transition amplitudes.99

The fact that such large deviations from the SM are not yet excluded gives very strong motivations to100

continue avor physics measurements in order to observe deviations from the SM predictions or establish a101

stronger hierarchy between the SM and new physics contributions.102

In considering the future program, the following issues [13] are of key importance:103

1. What are the expected deviations from the SM predictions induced by new physics at the TeV scale?104

As explained above, TeV-scale new physics with generic avor structure is ruled out by many orders105

of magnitudes. Thus, deviations from the SM of any size may occur below the current bounds, and in106

a large class of scenarios we expect observable e�ects.107

2. What are the theoretical uncertainties?108

These are highly process dependent. Some measurements are limited by theoretical uncertainties (due109

to hadronic, strong interaction, e�ects), but in many key processes the theory uncertainties are very110

small, below the expected sensitivity of future experiments.111

3. What can we expect in terms of experimental precision?112

The useful data sets can increase by of order 100 (in most cases 10{1000), and will probe e�ects113

predicted by fairly generic BSM scenarios.114

4. What will the measurements teach us if deviations from the SM are [not] seen?115

The avor physics data will be complementary with the high-pT part of the LHC program. The synergy116

of measurements can teach us a lot about what the new physics at the TeV scale is, and what it is not.117

Here we concentrate on the physics and prospects of a subset of measurements, for which the answers to118

these questions are the clearest, both in terms of theoretical cleanliness and experimental feasibility. The119

experiments will enable many additional measurements which are not discussed here, some due to lack of120

space, and some because they will be more important than we can now anticipate. (Recall that the best121

measurements of the CKM angles � and  at BABAR and Belle were not in earlier anticipated decays.)122

1.2.1 K Decays123

As can be seen from Table 1-1, some of the strongest constraints on BSM physics come from the measurements124

of the KL �KS mass di�erence, �mK , and the CP violating quantities, �K and �0. This is because the SM125

suppressions are the strongest in the kaon sector, since the u and c contributions to FCNC processes are126

very strongly GIM suppressed, while that of the t is strongly CKM suppressed. Hence the agreement of the127

measurements with the SM implies that new physics must mimic the SM suppressions. While �mK and �K128

can be calculated reasonably precisely, the hadronic uncertainties in the SM calculation of �0 are large, due129

Fundamental Physics at the Intensity Frontier
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to contributions that nearly cancel each other. Progress in lattice QCD may make �0 tractable in the future,130

however, at present we cannot rule out (nor prove) that it receives a substantial new physics contribution.131

In several rare FCNC kaon decays, such as those containing a charged lepton pair in the �nal state, a132

challenge to learn about short distance physics is due to long distance contributions via one or two photons133

converting into the `+`� pair. However, the decays involving a ��� pair in the �nal state are theoretically134

clean, providing very interesting channels to search for BSM physics. The K+ ! �+��� and K0
L ! �0���135

decays are determined by short distance physics, and there is a single operator (both in the SM and in136

most BSM scenarios), which determines the decay rates, O = X (�sd)V (���)V�A. Moreover, the form factor137

that parameterizes the matrix element of this operator is the same as the one measured in K ! �`� decay,138

in the limit of isospin symmetry. The decay rate B(K+ ! �+���) is proportional to jXj2, and Re(X)139

gets a contribution from a penguin diagram with a charm loop. This contribution has been calculated to140

next-to-leading order, and is responsible for the slightly larger theory uncertainty in the charged than in the141

neutral mode. The K0
L ! �0��� rate is even cleaner theoretically, because the �nal state is almost completely142

CP-even [17], so the decay proceeds dominantly through CP violation in the interference of decay with and143

without mixing [18, 19]. The rate is determined by Im(X) / Im[(VtdV
�
ts)=(VcdV

�
cs)]g. Both decay rates are144

proportional to (A�2)4, which would, however, cancel in the ratio of rates. The constraint from a future145

measurement of B(K0
L ! �0���) would be two horizontal bands at a certain value of �j�j. At present, the146

uncertainty of B(K+ ! �+���) is O(1), while the bound on B(K+ ! �+���) is 103 times the SM prediction,147

leaving a lot of room for future experiments to �nd unambiguous signals of BSM physics.148

An important synergy with B decay measurements is due to the fact that all three observables �K , B(K+ !149

�+���), and B(K0
L ! �0���) depend on jVtdVtsj2, which is proportional to A4, which in turn is determined150

by jVcbj4. This provides a strong motivation to improve the determination of jVcbj, which can be done at the151

super-B-factories.152

Lattice QCD is also important for the kaon program. For �K , the determination of the bag parameter, BK ,153

has improved in the last decade remarkably, and it is hoped that �0 might also become tractable in the future.154

A lattice QCD determination of the charm loop contribution to K+ ! �+��� would also be worth pursuing.155

And, of course, lattice QCD is important for determining jVcbj from semileptonic B decays.156

The next generation of kaon experiments will not only measure K ! ����, but perform a much broader157

program, which includes K ! �`+`�, K ! `��, CP-violating triple products, and many other interesting158

measurements sensitive to BSM physics.159

1.2.2 B and Bs decays160

The B physics program is remarkably broad, with many measurements sensitive to complementary ways of161

extending the SM (its Higgs sector, gauge sector, or fermion sector). Here we concentrate on a subset of162

measurements which can improve by an order of magnitude or more, and the interpretation of the results163

would not be limited by hadronic uncertainties. Particularly promising channels to look for new physics are164

in mixing and in FCNC decays, where the SM contributions are suppressed, so BSM contributions originating165

at a higher scale may compete. We saw that BSM contributions of order 20% of the SM ones are still allowed166

in most FCNC processes, and improving these constraints will be important to interpret the LHC results.167

In this program, the determinations of  and jVubj are crucial, because they are obtained from tree-level168

processes, and hence provide a \reference" determination of the CKM matrix (i.e., �� and ��, the apex of the169

unitarity triangle), to which other measurements can be compared. There is ongoing theoretical work to170

improve the determination of jVubj, using both continuum methods and lattice QCD, but it is not yet known171

Fundamental Physics at the Intensity Frontier
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if more than a factor-of-few improvement will be possible. At the same time, the measurement of  from172

B ! DK decays is only limited by statistics (the current world average is  =
�
68+10�11

��
[8]). It is arguably173

the cleanest measurement in terms of theoretical uncertainties, because the necessary hadronic quantities174

can be measured. All B ! DK based analyses consider decays of the type B ! D(D)K (X)! fDK (X),175

where fD is a �nal state accessible in both D and D decay and X denote possible extra particles in the176

�nal state. The crucial point is that the avor of the D or D in the intermediate state is not measured,177

so the b ! c�us and b ! u�cs decay amplitudes can interfere. Using several decays modes, one can perform178

enough measurements to determine all relevant hadronic parameters, as well as the weak phase . Thus, the179

theoretical uncertainties are much below the sensitivity of any foreseeable experiment. A complementary180

method available at LHCb, using the four time-dependent Bs ! D�
s K

� rates, has not even been tried yet.181

The above tree-dominated measurements will allow future improvements in the CP asymmetry in B !  KS182

and related modes, determining the angle �, to improve the constraints on BSM physics. In the Bs system,183

the SM prediction for CP violation in the similar b! c�cs dominated decays, such as Bs !  �, is suppressed184

by �2 compared to �, yielding for the corresponding time-dependent CP asymmetry �
(SM)
s = 0:0182�0:0008.185

While the Tevatron measurements hinted at a possibly large value, the LHCb result, �s = �0:065�0:097, did186

not con�rm those. The key point is that the uncertainty is still much larger than that of the SM prediction.187

An important search for new physics in penguin amplitudes comes from the comparison of CP asymmetries188

measured in tree-level b! c�cs dominated decays with those in loop-dominated b! q�qs decays. The speci�c189

measurements that probe such e�ects include the di�erence of CP asymmetries S KS
� S�KS

or related190

modes in Bd decay, and S � � S�� in Bs decay.191

There are some intriguing hints of deviations from the SM in the current data. CP violation in neutral192

meson mixing, the mismatch of the CP and mass eigenstates, mesaured by the deviation of jq=pj from 1,193

is simply 1 � jq=pj = 2Re(�K) in the K system. It is sensitive to BSM contributions in B mesons, since194

1� jq=pj is model independently suppressed by m2
b=m

2
W , and there is an addition m2

c=m
2
b suppression in the195

SM, which new physics may violate. In Bd mixing, the SM expectation for 1�jq=pj is at the few times 10�4196

level [21], while in Bs mixing it is suppressed in addition by jVtd=Vtsj2 to 10�5. Thus, it was remarkable197

that D� measured the CP-violating dilepton asymmetry for a mixture of Bd and Bs mesons at the 4� level,198

AbSL = (7:87 � 1:96) � 10�3 � 0:6AdSL + 0:4AsSL [20], where in each system ASL ' 2(1 � jq=pj). It will be199

important at LHCb and at the super-B-factories to clarify this situation by more precise measurements.200

Since the hint of the signal is much above the SM, there is a lot of room to �nd BSM contributions.201

Another interesting tension in the current data is from the measurement of the B(B ! � ��) rate, which202

is about 2:5� above the SM prediction. This comparison relies on a lattice QCD determination of the B203

meson decay constant. The simplest BSM explanation would be a charged Higgs contribution, which in the204

type-II 2HDM is proportional to mbm� tan
2 �=m2

H . It will require much larger data sets at the future e+e�205

B factories (and measuring the B ! ��� mode as well) to clarify the situation.206

There is a nearly endless list of interesting measurements. Many are in rare decays involving leptons. LHCb207

will be able to search for Bs ! `+`� down to the SM level, at few times 10�9. This process received a208

lot of attention in the last decade, after it was noticed that it a SUSY contribution is enhanced by tan6 �.209

With the LHCb upgrade and many years super-B-factory running, the search for Bd ! `+`� may also get210

near the SM level. Rare decays involving a ��� pair are theoretically very clean, and the next generation of211

e+e� machines should reach the SM level in B ! K(�)���; the current constraints are an order of magnitude212

weaker. There is also a long list of interesting measurements in b ! s and b ! s`+`�mediated inclusive213

and exclusive decays, CP asymmetries, angular distributions, triple product correlations, etc., which will be214

probed much better in the future. And the s $ d processes, with lower SM rates, will provide many other215

challenging measurements and opportunities to �nd new physics.216

Fundamental Physics at the Intensity Frontier
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While any one of the above measurements could reveal new physics, the strongest complementary information217

to the LHC will come not from one measurement, but the pattern in which they do or do not show deviations218

from the SM. In addition, the experiments that carry out this program will also be able to search for charged219

lepton avor violation at an unprecedented level, e.g., � ! � and � ! 3�, discussed in another working220

group report. There is also a set of measurements for which our understanding of hadronic physics is not221

yet good enough, but it could improve in the next decade. A high pro�le example is the di�erence of direct222

CP asymmetries, aK+�0 � aK+�� = 0:148� 0:028, which is expected to be small if corrections to the heavy223

quark limit were under control. Precise measurements at the super B factories of other decay modes related224

by SU(3) avor symmetry will help to clarify this situation and also teach us about hadronic physics.225

1.2.3 D Decays226

The D meson system is complementary to K and B mesons because it is the only neutral-meson system in227

which mixing and rare FCNC decays are generated by down-type quarks in the SM loop diagrams. This228

complementary sensitivity is also present for new physics models. For example, in supersymmetric theories229

FCNC K and B transitions involve down-type squarks, whereas the D system is sensitive to the mixing of230

the up-type squarks in loop diagrams. In the SM, since the down-type quarks are much lighter than mW and231

the 2� 2 Cabibbo matrix is almost unitary, FCNC charm transitions and CP violation in charm decays are232

expected to be strongly suppressed. Only since 2007 do we have unambiguous evidence for D0{D0 mixing,233

and both x = �m=� and y = ��=(2�) are at or below the 0.01 level (left plot in Figure 1-2).234

The values of the mixing parameters can be accommodated in the SM [24], and imply that long distance235

physics is important. Nevertheless, the measurement of �m (the upper bound on it) already had important236

implications for BSM. For example, in supersymmetric models, it was possible to suppress FCNC transitions237

by aligning the quark and squark mixing matrices [23], which predicted x � �2 � 0:04. The measurement238

of �m implies that if the �rst two squark doublets are within the reach of the LHC, then they must be239

degenerate to some extent, since quark-squark alignment alone cannot provide enough suppression [22].240

Figure 1-2. Results on charm mixing parameters x and y showing signi�cant deviation from the no-mixing
case x = y = 0 (left); and results on the magnitude and phase of q=p (right). (From Ref. [42].)

Fundamental Physics at the Intensity Frontier
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CP violation in mixing, the deviation of jq=pj from 1, is very sensitive to BSM contributions in charm mixing241

as well. The SM expectation is below the 0.01 level, while the current uncertainty of jq=pj � 1 is about 0.2242

(right plot in Figure 1-2). Thus, future measurements can improve the sensitivity to BSM contributions by243

an order of magnitude before becoming limited by hadronic uncertainties.244

Direct CP violation has been observed in K and B decays, and was expected to be at or below the 10�3245

level in charm decays. Recently LHCb announced a 3:5� evidence for direct CP violation, a nonzero value of246

�aCP � aK+K��a�+�� = �(8:2�2:1�1:1)�10�3 [25], giving a world average �aCP = �(6:5�1:8)�10�3.247

In the SM, �aCP is suppressed by jVcbVubj=jVcsVusj ' 7�10�4, so an order of magnitude enhancement from248

hadronic physics or new physics is needed to explain this central value [26, 27]. To clarify the situation,249

precise measurement in many modes, accessible in di�erent experiments, will be necessary [26, 28].250

There are many other important measurements in charm decays as well, which are sensitive to new physics251

and are important for the rest of the program. These include leptonic and semileptonic rates with much252

improved precision, testing lattice QCD calculations, and learning about hadronic physics from charm253

spectroscopy and glueball searches. Experiments producing charm at threshold can collect large samples254

of CP-tagged D0 decays, which will be very useful for high precision measurements of the CKM angle .255

1.2.4 E�ective theories, hadronic physics, and exotic states256

Lots of e�ort is being devoted world-wide to improve lattice QCD methods and calculations. A hope is that257

lattice QCD results will substantially improve the discovery potential of future avor physics experiments.258

The tests and validation of lattice QCD methods also rely on avor physics measurements, to a large extent.259

Other important model independent tools to tackle some strong interaction phenomena are provided by260

e�ective �eld theories, such as chiral perturbation theory (CHPT), heavy quark e�ective theory (HQET),261

and soft-collinear e�ective theory (SCET). These were developed and extended to high orders, motivated to a262

large extent by the desire to better calculate K and B decay matrix elements. These methods have provided263

fundamental insights into the dynamics of QCD. They are also important to re�ne the determination of SM264

parameters and to enhance the set of measurements which can reveal new physics.265

Developments in understanding QCD and improving the sensitivity to BSM physics are strongly connected.266

Past experience shows that whenever an order of magnitude more data becomes available, it always leads to267

renewed theoretical activity to understand the strong dynamics, which often results in improvements that268

increase the sensitivity of the measurements to new physics. The history of the �eld is full of unanticipated269

surprises that enriched this line of research.270

The spectrum of states containing heavy quarks has provided some of the most important insights into the271

dynamics of QCD. After decades when heavy quark spectroscopy was thought to amount to �nding some272

previously unobserved particles, BABAR and Belle discovered a large number of unexpected states, as well as273

states with unexpected masses. An important open question is whether states other than mesons composed of274

qq and baryons composed of qqq are realized in nature. Possible \unconventional" combinations include four-275

quark mesons, qqqq (tetraquarks), �ve quark baryons, qqqqq (pentaquarks), \hybrids" consisting of \valence"276

quarks and gluons, \glueballs" that are composed of gluons (with no quarks), and hadronic \molecules".277

Some of these states can have exotic quantum numbers, i.e., JPC that cannot be produced in the quark model278

by qq or qqq constituents. Lattice QCD calculations predict the spectrum of charmonium and bottomonium279

states and the glueball spectrum. Many phenomenological models have also been developed to explain280

various aspects of these states, and the recent experimental results triggered lots of new theoretical research.281
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Observable SM Theory Current Expt. Future Experiments

B(K+ ! �+��) 7:8� 10�11 1:73+1:15�1:05 � 10�10 �10% measurement from NA61

�5% measurement from ORKA

�2% with Project X

B(K0
L ! �0��) 2:43� 10�11 < 2:6� 10�8 1st observation from KOTO

�5% measurement with Project X

B(K0
L ! �0e+e�)SD 1:4� 10�11 < 2:8� 10�10 �10% measurement with Project X

B(K0
L ! �0�+��)SD 3:5� 10�11 < 3:8� 10�10 �10% measurement with Project X

jPT j in K+ ! �0�+� � 10�7 < 0:0050 < 0:0003 from TREK

< 0:0001 with Project X

RK = �(Ke2)=�(K�2) 2:477� 10�5 (2:488� 0:080)� 10�5 �0:054� 10�5 from TREK

�0:025� 10�5 with Project X

B(K0
L ! ��e�) < 10�25 < 4:7� 10�12 < 2� 10�13 with Project X

Table 1-2. A summary of the reach of current and proposed experiments for some key rare kaon decay
measurements, in comparison to Standard Model theory and the current best experimental results.

1.3 A World-wide Program of Quark Flavor Experiments282

1.3.1 Kaon Experiments283

As accelerators and detectors have advanced, the sensitivity of rare kaon decay experiments has also improved.284

In the past the U.S. led in this arena. Kaon experiments which took data more than a decade ago at the285

Brookhaven AGS approached the 10�11 level of branching fraction sensitivity [29, 30], and in one case286

the 10�12 level [31]. With current and future accelerators, substantial improvements will be possible.287

Experiments are now underway in Europe at CERN and Frascati, and in Japan at JPARC. While no288

experiments are underway in the U.S., existing facilities at Fermilab can support world-leading experiments289

today, and Project X has the potential to make further signi�cant improvements possible. A summary of290

the forseeable experimental progress is given in Table 1-2, while the individual experimental initiatives are291

discussed below.292

KLOE-2293

The KLOE-2 experiment [32] will run at the upgraded DA�NE e+e� storage ring at the Frascati Laboratory,294

and it will extend the results of the earlier KLOE experiment. The upgraded DA�NE will achieve a factor of295

three increase in instantaneous luminosity with a crab waist at the interaction point, one of the innovations296

that will also be used to achieve large luminosity gains for the super avor factories. A number of detector297

improvements are being made for KLOE-2, including a new  tagging system, a new inner tracker, new298

small angle calorimeters, improved front-end electronics, and updated computing and software. Ultimately299

KLOE-2 aims to collect integrated luminosity of 25 fb�1, an order of magnitude more than KLOE.300

The KLOE-2 physics program exploits the correlated production of K and K mesons in a JPC = 1�� state301

from � decays, rather than achieving high sensitivity to rare decays (which is the domain of experiments using302

kaon beams at proton accelerators). KLOE-2 will be able to improve neutral kaon interference measurements,303
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leading to improved tests of CPT and quantum mechanics and re�ned measurements of mass and mixing304

parameters (�L, �S , �m) and CP-violation parameters. It will also make a wide range of measurements of305

non-leptonic and radiative K and �/�0 meson decays.306

NA62307

The NA62 experiment [34] has the goal of making a measurement of the K+ ! �+�� branching fraction308

with uncertainty approaching 10%. It will run in the CERN SPS north area extraction line that housed the309

NA48 detector array, some components of which (in particular, the liquid krypton calorimeter) are being310

reused. NA62 will utilize a high-intensity (750 MHz) unseparated charged beam (about 6% K+'s) to search311

for K+ ! �+�� decays in ight. It will be the �rst decay-in-ight experiment to search for this mode. The312

projected sensitivity of the experiment would allow about 55 K+ ! �+�� events to be collected per year at313

the SM branching fraction, with signal/noise of about 7/1.314

Background rejection in this experiment requires precise measurements of the incoming K+ and outgoing315

�+. The former measurement is challenging in a high-intensity beam, so that NA62 is developing a so-316

called gigatracker using silicon pixel detectors. The latter measurement will be performed by straw tracking317

chambers operated in vacuum, in order to minimize multiple scattering the decay region. High-e�ciency318

for vetoing photons from �0 decays is assisted by the relatively high beam energy and will be accomplished319

using a combination of di�erent calorimeter technologies in di�erent regions. Very good �:� separation is also320

required and will be achieved with a RICH counter in combination with an instrumented hadron absorber.321

Construction of the NA62 detector systems [35] has been underway for about three years, and an engineering322

run of representative elements is scheduled for the second half of 2012. Data-taking is expected to begin in323

2014, depending on the LHC upgrade schedule.324

KOTO325

The KOTO experiment [37] will search for the K0
L ! �0�� at J-PARC. It will reuse parts of the detector326

of the E391a experiment that ran at the KEK PS, along with signi�cant modi�cations. E391a set the best327

upper limit [38] so far for this decay (2:6 � 10�8), which is three orders of magnitude larger than the SM328

branching fraction. The goal of KOTO is to close that gap and to make the �rst observation of K0
L ! �0��.329

The K0
L ! �0�� mode is particularly challenging because the only observable particles are the two photons330

from the �0 decay and there are copious other sources of photons. To obtain a kinematic constraint, KOTO331

will have a tightly collimated neutral beam (a \pencil beam") so that the reconstructed �0 momentum332

component transverse to the beam direction can be used as a constraint. Imposing a requirement that the333

transverse momentum be relatively large forces missing photons from background sources to have higher334

energies, which makes them easier to detect. Neutron interactions must be suppressed, so most beam and335

detector volumes are evacuated. Excellent e�ciencies for detecting photons and charged particles from336

background decays is achieved by surrounding the entire decay volume with active photon veto counters.337

The KOTO experiment has many improvements over the E391a experiment. At J-PARC the K0
L ux will338

be higher by a factor of up to 40, while the n=K0
L ratio is expected to be lower by a factor of at least three339

due to an improved neutral beamline. The CsI calorimeter has been replaced with smaller and longer CsI340

crystals from the Fermilab KTeV experiment, to suppress backgrounds, and the data acquisition system is341

being upgraded. An engineering run and �rst physics running are planned for 2012. Running with 100 kW342

beam power will not take place before 2014; subsequently annual runs of approximately four months duration343
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are expected. To achieve su�cient sensitivity to observe a few events at the SM branching fraction, it will344

be necessary for KOTO to run for several years.345

TREK346

The TREK experiment [36] will run at J-PARC. The primary goal of TREK is a search for T -violation in347

the decay K+ ! �0�+� via observation of muon polarization in the direction transverse to the � {� decay348

plane with 20 times better precision than the prior best limit (jPT j < 0:005) [33], which is from KEK-PS349

experiment E-246. TREK will use the E-246 spectrometer after both detector and data acquisition upgrades.350

The experiment will used stopped-K+'s (i.e., a low-energy K+ beam enters the detector and a fraction of351

the K+'s are brought to rest via dE=dx at the center of the detector in a scintillating �ber target). Charged352

decay products of the K+ are subsequently detected in a toroidal spectrometer, combined with a calorimeter353

with large solid angle to detect photons. Muons from K+ ! �0�+� stop inside a muon polarimeter, which354

detects the direction of the positron in the �+ ! e+�e��.355

The TREK design calls for a beam power of 270 kW for 30 GeV protons, which will not be available for356

several years. Other measurements are possible with less beam. The ratio of decay rates RK = �(K+ !357

e+�)=�(K+ ! �+�) tests lepton-avor universality. The SM ratio depends only on kinematics (i.e., masses)358

and small radiative corrections. The current world average result for RK (from NA62 and KLOE) agrees359

with the SM expectation with an uncertainty of 0.4%. TREK expects to improve this comparison to the360

0.2% level. TREK also has the ability to search for a heavy sterile neutrino (N) in the decay K+ ! �+N361

down to a branching ratio 10�8.362

TREK requires slow extraction from J-PARC and is expected to begin data-taking in 2014 with beam power363

of 50 kW, which is adequate for the RK measurement and the heavy neutrino search.364

ORKA365

The K+ ! �+�� decay has only been observed so far in Brookhaven experiments E787 and E949, which366

used stopped K+'s. E949 was an upgrade of E787. These experiments ran at the AGS in several short367

runs between 1988 and 2002 (usually 10 to 16 weeks of running in a given year, which was typical of AGS368

operations). Ultimately these experiments observed seven signal events [29] (with background 0:93 � 0:17369

events). In the end E949 did not reach its goal, since it was terminated early due to lack of funding.370

Nonetheless, E949 demonstrated background rejection at the 2� 10�11 level, which is su�cient for a high-371

statistics measurement of B(K+ ! �+��).372

The ORKA experiment at Fermilab would apply the same technique demonstrated in E787/E949, while373

taking advantage of the longer running time per year and the higher beam ux possible with the Main374

Injector and also large acceptance gains which are possible using updated detector technologies and modern375

data acquisition systems. The ORKA detector will be a completely modernized version of the original E949376

detector and will bene�t from several improvements. These include increasing the length of the detector to377

increase geometrical acceptance, a larger magnetic �eld to improve tracking resolution, new and improved378

range stack scintillator with higher light yields, a thicker photon veto system to improve photon detection379

e�ciency, deadtimeless electronics, and a modern high-throughput data acquisition system. Estimates of380

ORKA's sensitivity are based on extrapolations from E949's measured performance, rather than simulations.381

Background rejection does not need to be better than in E949 for ORKA to reach its goal.382

The ORKA proposal received Stage I approval at Fermilab in December 2011. The time scale for receiving383

�nal approval is not now known. If approved and funded soon, it should be possible to complete detector384
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construction and begin �rst data-taking by the end of 2016. The projected sensitivity would allow ORKA to385

collect about 200 K+ ! �+�� events per year (at the SM level), enabling a branching fraction measurement386

with 5% uncertainty after �ve years of running. This would be a strong test for new physics, since the theory387

uncertainty in the SM branching fraction will be at the same level of uncertainty.388

Opportunities with Project X389

Project X at Fermilab could provide extremely high intensity kaon beams with a very well controlled time-390

structure. The beam power available to produce kaons (3000 kW) will be higher by an order of magnitude391

than any other kaon source in the world. Since the proton kinetic energy would be around 3 GeV, the kaon392

energy will be low. While this may not be well-matched to all experiments, for some it will be nearly optimal.393

In particular, Project X provides the only credible opportunity advanced so far to make a high-statistics394

measurement of the K0
L ! �0�� branching fraction.395

A challenge for a K0
L ! �0�� is the unknown momentum of the incident K0

L. As discussed in the context396

of KOTO, some compensation for this can be achieved by limiting the beam aperture so that at least the397

K0
L direction of ight is known to good precision. In addition to this, the precisely controlled beam pulses398

which can be delivered by a CW-linac make it possible to measure the K0
L momentum using time-of-ight399

information. The 500 MeV K0
L's typical of Project X energies is ideal for this measurement. This provides400

a strong kinematic constraint which signi�cantly improves background rejection while maintaining larger401

acceptance than the pure pencil-beam technique. Initial estimates indicate that it may be possible to collect402

as many as 200 K0
L ! �0�� events per year in a Project X experiment, making a possible a measurement403

at the 5% level after about �ve years of data taking.404

The existence of Project X will surely stimulate initiatives focusing on other rare modes, such as the lepton-405

avor violating decays K0
L ! �e and K+ ! �+�e. Several rare K decay measurements would be possible,406

some involving subtle e�ects, such as interference measurements vs proper time of K0
L and K0

S decaying into407

a common �0e+e� �nal state. Such interference measurements can possibly isolate the directly CP-violating408

component of the decay amplitude and provide complimentary handles to interpret new physics which may409

be observed in K0
L ! �0�� decays. The unprecedented intensity of a stopped K+ bean from Project X can410

be exploited to extend the TREK research program now at J-PARC to a sensitivity limited by theoretical411

uncertainties. This ultra-bright stopped K+ source can also enable other precision measurements sensitive to412

new physics, such as anomalous polarization of muons in K+ ! �+�+�� decays and more precise studies of413

K+ ! �+�� decays, including the measurement of the �+ spectrum which can be used to test the underlying414

matrix element.415

Exploiting the opportunities provided by Project X will also require detector improvements, so that R&D416

is needed. Some areas of importance are: ultra-low-mass tracking detectors which can operate at high417

rates and in vacuum; �ne-grained fast scintillator-based shower counters read out with high quantum418

e�ciency photodetectors that can operate in high magnetic �elds and in vacuum; large-scale system time-419

of-ight resolution better than 20 ps; high-rate -pointing calorimetry; and fully streaming \triggerless"420

data-acquisition technologies.421
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1.3.2 B-meson Experiments422

Super Flavor Factories423

When Kobayashi and Maskawa shared the Nobel Prize in 2008 for \the discovery of the origin of the424

broken symmetry which predicts the existence of at least three families of quarks in nature," it was widely425

acknowledged that the B-factory experiments | BABAR at SLAC and Belle at KEK | had provided426

the essential experimental con�rmation. The spectacular successes of the B-factories KEKB and PEP-II427

rested on two important features of these accelerators: unprecedented high luminosities which allowed the428

experiments to collect data samples on the �(4S) resonance consisting of several hundred million B{B429

pairs, and asymmetric beam energies which made it possible to measure rate asymmetries in B and B430

decays as a function of the proper decay time di�erence. In addition, e+e� collisions provide a relatively431

clean environment so that complex �nal states can be reconstructed (including those with several daughters,432

�0's, K0
L's, and even �'s), thereby enabling a broad program of measurements.433

KEKB achieved peak luminosity of 2:1� 1034 cm�2s�1 and an integrated luminosity of 1040 fb�1 (i.e., just434

over 1:0 ab�1). PEP-II achieved a peak of 1:2 � 1034 cm�2s�1 and integral of 550 fb�1, before its running435

was terminated early due to a funding crisis in the U.S. in 2008. Achieving these high luminosities required436

accelerator advances in a number of areas, including bunch-by-bunch feedback systems, very high-current437

stored beams (> 3A), very large numbers of bunches (> 1000), bunch-by-bunch feedback systems, high-438

power RF systems, and on operational advances such as continuous injection; KEKB also enhanced its439

luminosity by using crab cavities to achieve head-on collisions.440

Innovations in the last few years, in part resulting in linear collider studies and light source development,441

make it possible to achieve instantaneous luminosity close to 1 � 1036 cm�2s�1. This has led to plans for442

\super avor factories". These machines will achieve dramatic luminosity gains by making the beams very443

small at the collision point and by implementing a crab waist crossing. Beam currents will be higher than in444

the B-factories, but only by a factor of about two so that beam-associated backgrounds will not follow the445

gains in luminosity. SuperKEKB will be built as an upgrade to KEKB in Japan. The new Italian Cabibbo446

Laboratory, located near Frascati, will host a green �eld project to build the SuperB collider. These machines447

will collect data-sets of 50{75 ab�1. The cross section on the �(4S) is 1:1 nb, so the super avor factory448

experiments will have access to over 5 � 1010 B{B pairs. This will open the door to precise measurements449

of a large number of processes which have the potential to reveal new physics.450

Physics Reach of Super Flavor Factories451

Complete discussions of the physics programs of the super avor factory experiments exist [39, 40]. Only a452

few highlights are discussed here.453

One strength of the super avor factory experiments will be their ability to search for non-Standard Model454

sources of CP violation. B{B pairs produced at the �(4S) are in a coherent quantum state, which allows455

the decay of one B to tag the state of the other. Since B0 and B0 may decay to the same CP -eigenstate,456

the di�erence of B0 and B0 decay rates to a common �nal state is an observable for CP violation. When457

measured versus time, the decay rate asymmetry is sensitive to CP violation that occurs in the interference458

between two amplitudes | those for B0 ! fCP and B0 ! B0 ! fCP , where fCP is the CP -eigenstate and459

in the second instance the B0 \oscillates" into B0 before decaying. This interference provides direct access460

to underlying CKM parameters, since the decay rate asymmetry versus time is a simple sine function whose461

amplitude is sin(2�), or equivalently sin(2�1) in the notation favored in Japan. The precision measurement462
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Figure 1-3. Belle measurements [41] of the time-dependent CP asymmetry versus �t for B ! J= K0

(left) and B ! �K0 (right). sin(2�) is determined from the amplitude of the oscillations evident in the
lower plots. Super avor factory experiments will obtain statistics for B ! �K0 (and other loop-dominated
modes) as good as was obtained for B ! J= K0 in Belle and BABAR.

of sin(2�) is one of the keystone achievements of the B-factory experiments; sin(2�) = 0:678� 0:020 is the463

average [42] of Belle and BABAR from decay modes resulting from the quark level process b ! ccs, such464

as B0 ! J= K0. Since the b ! ccs decay is dominantly tree level, this is e�ectively the Standard Model465

value of sin(2�). However, an analogous sin(2�) measurement can be made using b ! sss decays, such466

as B0 ! �K0 and B0 ! �0K0, which only occur through loops (i.e., penguin diagrams). Loop processes467

open the door to additional amplitudes (and complex phases) from new heavy particles. Comparison of468

such measurements from BABAR and Belle to the b ! ccs value is statistically limited and inconclusive, as469

illustrated in Figure 1-3. Belle and BABAR averages [42] for sin(2�) from B0 ! �K0 and B0 ! �0K0 are470

0:56�0:17 and 0:59�0:07, respectively. The super avor factory experiments can reduce the errors on these471

measurements by an order of magnitude.472

Dramatically improved tests for direct CP violation in numerous modes will also be possible at the super473

avor factories. One example is B ! Xs+d, which results from electromagnetic penguin diagrams for the474

quark level processes b ! s and b ! d; Xs+d represents the hadronic system in these decays. In a fully475

inclusive measurement (i.e., one that detects the  but does not reconstruct the hadronic system in order to476

avoid losing complicated �nal states), the net avor of the Xs+d is not determined. In the Standard Model477

there is a robust expectation that direct CP violation is negligible; that is, the decay rate for B ! Xs+d478

equals that for B ! Xs+d almost exactly. Any detected di�erence must be an indication of new physics, and479

di�erences of up to 10% appear in some non-standard scenarios [43]. The best measurement with existing480

B-factory data is consistent with no di�erence and has a 6% error. Super avor factory experiments can481

reduce the error to below 1%.482

Many rare B decays which have either not been observed by Belle or BABAR, or which have been observed483

with only marginal statistics, will become accessible in super avor factor experiments. An example is484

B ! ��, which results from a simple W -exchange diagram and has branching fraction of (1:1� 0:2)� 10�4485

in the Standard Model. This mode is sensitive to MSSM models or others that predict the existance of a486

charged Higgs. The current average branching fraction from BABAR and Belle is (1:64 � 0:34) � 10�4, in487

loose agreement with the SM expectation. Super avor factory experiments can reduce the error to about488

0:04 � 10�4. This mode, which has multiple neutrinos in the �nal state, is a good example of the power489
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Observable SM Theory Current Expt. Super Flavor Factories

S(B ! �K0) 0:68 0:56� 0:17 �0:03
S(B ! �0K0) 0:68 0:59� 0:07 �0:02
S(B ! KS�

0) �0:04 �0:15� 0:20 �0:03
S(B ! �) < 0:05 �0:83� 0:65 �0:15

ACP(B ! Xs+d) � 10�6 0:06� 0:06 �0:02
 from B ! DK �11� �1:5�

ASL � 10�3 �0:0049� 0:0038 �0:001
B(B ! ��) 1:1� 10�4 (1:64� 0:34)� 10�4 �0:05� 10�4

B(B ! ��) 4:7� 10�7 < 1:0� 10�6 �0:2� 10�7

B(B ! Xs) 3:15� 10�4 (3:55� 0:26)� 10�4 �0:13� 10�4

B(B ! Xs`
+`�) 1:59� 10�6 (3:66� 0:77)� 10�6 �0:10� 10�6

B(B ! K��) 3:6� 10�6 < 1:3� 10�5 �1� 10�6

AFB(B ! K�`+`�)q2<4:3GeV2 �0:09 0:27� 0:14 �0:04
Table 1-3. A summary of the reach of the planned super avor factory experiments for some key B decay
measurements, in comparison to Standard Model theory and the current best experimental results. Normally
Belle II assumes 50 ab�1 for such comparisons, while Super B assumes 75 ab�1. For this table, 50 ab�1 has
been assumed.

of e�e� experiments for B-physics. The technique of reconstructing the `other' B in the event can be very490

e�ective in reducing backgrounds for modes in which the signal B is impossible to reconstruct.491

Rare decay modes in which the underlying quark level process is b ! s`+`� or b ! d`+`� (where `492

represents e or �) provide excellent sensitivity to new physics because they occur through loop diagrams;493

the former have branching fractions of order 10�6 and the latter of order 10�8. Some of these modes, such494

as B+ ! K�0�+��, can be collected in very large numbers in hadronic production experiments, making495

possible a good measurement of the lepton forward-backward asymmetry AFB in that mode. However, a496

full exploration of these decays can only be accomplished in the e+e� environment. Examples of important497

measurements at which the super avor factories will excel include the inclusive decay rates versus dilepton498

mass, comparisons of e+e� modes to �+�� as tests of universality, and searches for CP violation in these499

decays.500

The processes discussed above provide only a glimpse of the rich menu of incisive measurements that will501

be made by the super avor factory experiments from running on the �(4S). By running on the �(5S),502

the super avor factories also will have access to Bs physics. This may be important if LHCb makes a503

measurement that is inconsistent with the Standard Model; that is, experimental con�rmation of important504

Bs results may be needed. Also, some interesting Bs measurements will not be possible in the hadronic505

environment, such as Bs !  or other decays with neutral particles or neutrinos in the �nal state.506

Belle II at SuperKEKB507

The SuperKEKB project in Japan is under construction. Commissioning of the accelerator is expected to508

begin in 2014. The design luminosity is 8� 1035 cm�2s�1 (40 times larger than KEKB), which will allow an509

integrated luminosity of 50 ab�1 to be accumulated in �ve years of running.510
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The Belle II detector will be an upgraded version of Belle that can handle the increased backgrounds511

associated with higher luminosity. The inner vertex detector will employ DEPleted Field E�ect (DEPFET)512

pixels, inside tracking layers that will consist of double-sided silicon strips with high-speed readout. There513

will also be a new small-cell drift chamber. The particle identi�cation system will be a DIRC-type detector.514

The CsI calorimeter will be retained, but it will be instrumented with waveform sampling readout. The515

outer K0
L/� detector will be upgraded to use scintillator to accommodate the higher rates. Belle II should516

be ready to roll in by the end of 2015, after commissioning of SuperKEKB is completed. The U.S. groups517

on Belle II are focusing their e�orts on the particle identi�cation and K0
L/� systems.518

SuperB in Italy519

The SuperB project has been approved by the Italian government and will be cited at the new Cabbibo520

Laboratory, which is at the University of Rome Tor Vergata near Frascati. The design luminosity will be521

1� 1036 cm�2s�1. It is hoped to begin commissioning in 2016.522

The SuperB detector is based on the BABAR detector, and large parts of BABAR will be re-used: the523

superconducting coil and steel ux return, the quartz bars from the DIRC, and the barrel CsI crystals.524

New tracking detectors will be build, including a silicon strip vertex detector whose inner layer (very close525

to the beam) will be silicon striplets and a new central drift chamber. The DIRC readout will utilize faster526

photodetectors, and the CsI barrel calorimeter will be augmented by a forward calorimeter using LYSO527

crystals which are much faster and more radiation hard than CsI. The ux return will be augmented with528

additional absorber to improve the muon identi�cation.529

While large U.S. contributions to SuperB are planned in the form of PEP-II components and BABAR530

components, the status of U.S. physicist participation is currently unsettled.531

B Physics at Hadron Colliders532

Hadron colliders have great potential for studying the decays of particles containing charmed and bottom533

quarks. The production cross sections are quite large and the machine luminosities are very high so that534

more than 10 kHz of b-hadrons can be produced per second. This is a much higher production rate than535

can be achieved even in the planned next generation e+e� B factories. All species of b-hadrons, including536

Bs, Bc, and b-baryons are produced. However, compared to e+e� b and charm factories, the environment537

is much more harsh for experiments. At hadron colliders, the b's are accompanied by a very high rate of538

background events; they are produced over a very large range of momenta and angles; and even in b-events539

of interest there is a complicated underlying event. The overall energy of the center of mass of the hard540

scatter that produces the b quark, which is usually from the collision of a gluon from each beam particle, is541

not known so that the overall energy constraint that is so useful in e+e� colliders is not available. These542

features translate into di�cult challenges in triggering, avor tagging, and particle identi�cation, and limit543

the overall e�ciency and background rejection that can be achieved.544

The two experiments, CDF and D�, at the Fermilab Tevatron, demonstrated that these problems could545

be successfully addressed using precision silicon vertex detectors and specialized triggers. While these546

experiments were mainly designed for high-pT physics they nevertheless made major contributions to bottom547

and charm physics [46, 47]. Highlights of their B physics program include the �rst measurement of Bs548

mixing [44]; possible deviations from the SM predictions for the asymmetry between �+�+ and ����549

from the semileptonic decays of B mesons from the (D�) experiment [45]; observation of many Bs and550
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b-baryon decay modes and measurement of the Bs and �B lifetimes; bottomonium spectroscopy; and the551

�rst observation of the Bc meson and the measurement of its lifetime [48, 49].552

The LHC produced its �rst collisions at 7 TeV center of mass energy at the end of March 2010. It has now553

had two running periods. The b cross section at the LHC is a few hundred �b, a factor of three higher than554

at the Tevatron, and approximately, 0.5% of the inelastic cross section. When the LHC reaches its design555

center of mass energy of 14 TeV in 2015, the cross section will be a factor of two higher556

B Physics at LHCb557

The LHC program features for the �rst time at a hadron collider a dedicated B physics experiment,558

LHCb [50]. LHCb covers the forward direction from about 10 mr { 200 mr with respect to the beam559

line. B hadrons in the forward direction are produced by collisions of gluons of unequal energy so that560

the center of mass of the collision is Lorentz boosted in the direction of the detector. Because of this,561

the b-hadrons and their decay products are produced at small angles with respect to the beam and have562

momenta ranging from a few GeV/c to over a hundred GeV/c. Because of the Lorentz boost, even though563

the angular range of LHCb is small, its coverage in pseudorapidity is from about 2 to about 5 and both564

b hadrons travel in the same direction, making b avor tagging possible. With the small angular coverage,565

LHCb can stretch out over a long distance along the beam without becoming too large transversely. A566

silicon microstrip vertex detector (VELO) placed only 8 mm from the collision region transversely provides567

precision tracking that enables LHCb to separate weakly decaying particles from particles produced at the568

interaction vertex. This allows the measurement of lifetimes and oscillations due to avor mixing. A 4 Tm569

dipole magnet downstream of the collision region, in combination with the VELO, large area silicon strips570

(TT) placed downstream of the VELO but upstream of the dipole, and a combination of silicon strips (IT)571

and straw tube chambers (OT) downstream of the dipole provides a magnetic spectrometer with excellent572

mass resolution. There are two Ring Imaging Cherenkov counters, one upstream of the dipole and one573

downstream, that together provide K{� separation from 2 to 100 GeV/c. An electromagnetic calorimeter574

(ECAL) follows the tracking system and provides electron triggering and �0 and  reconstruction. This is575

followed by a hadron calorimeter (HCAL) for triggering on hadronic �nal states. A muon detector at the576

end of the system provide muon triggering and identi�cation.577

LHCb has a very sophisticated trigger system that uses hardware at the lowest level (L0) to process the578

signals from the ECAL, HCAL and muon systems. The L0 trigger reduces the rate to �1 MHz followed by579

the High Level Trigger (HLT), a large computer cluster, that reduces the rate to �3 kHz for archiving to580

tape for physics analysis. LHCb is able to run at a luminosity of 3.5�1032 cm�2s�1. This is about 10%581

of the current peak luminosity achieved by the LHC and is about 3% of the LHC design luminosity. The582

luminosity that LHCB can take e�ciently is currently limited by the 1 MHz bandwidth between the Level 0583

trigger system and the trigger cluster. Therefore, the physics reach of LHCb is determined by the detector584

capabilities and not by the machine luminosity. In fact, the LHC implemented a \luminosity levelling"585

scheme in the LHCb collision region so tht LHCb could run at its desired luminosity throughout the store586

while the other experiments, CMS and ATLAS, could run at higher luminosities. This mode of running587

will continue until 2017 when a major upgrade of the LHCb trigger and parts of the detector and front end588

electronics will increase the bandwidth to the HLT and permit operation at a factor of 10 higher luminosity.589

There have been two runs of the LHC. In the �rst \pilot" run in 2010, LHCb recorded 35 pb�1, which590

was enough to allow it to surpass in precision many existing measurements of B decays. in 2011, the LHC591

delivered more than 5 fb�1 to CMS and ATLAS. Since this luminosity was more than LHCb was designed592

to handle, the experiment ran at a maximum luminosity that was 10% of the LHC peak luminosity. The593

total integrated luminosity was about 1 fb�1.594
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Figure 1-4. Expected and observed 95% con-
�dence level upper limits on the decay Bs !
�+�� vs. branching fraction. This combined
result is based on 0.33 fb�1 from LHCb, whose
independent limit is 1.5 �10�8, and 1.14 fb�1

from CMS, whose independent limit is 1.9 �10�8.
The combined limit is 1.1 �10�8.

Figure 1-5. AFB as a function of q2. The SM
predictionis given by the cyan (light) band, and
this prediction rate-averaged across the q2 bins
is indicated by the purple (dark) regions. No
SM model predictions are shown in the two mass
regions dominated by J/ and  0 dimuon decays.

The decay Bs ! J= � has been used to measure the CKM angle �s [57]. The result, using also the decay595

mode Bs ! J= f0 �rst established by LHCb [51], is �s = �0:03 � 0:16 � 0:07 rad. The di�erence in596

the width of the CP-even and CP-odd Bs mesons is ��s = 0:123� 0:029� 0:008 ps�1. These results are597

consistent with the SM and contradict earlier measurements from the Tevatron [58] which deviated somewhat598

from the SM predictions.599

The rare decay Bs ! �+�� is predicted in the SM to have a branching fraction that is 3�10�9. A higher600

branching fraction would be an indicator for new physics beyond the SM. LHCb has now produced the best601

limit on this decay mode. While the current upper limit is now approaching the SM value, there is still room602

for a substantial contribution from new physics. CMS is also a contributor to this topic. The combined603

limit [52, 53, 54] from LHCb and CMS is shown in Fig. 1-4. This represents about 1/4{1/3 of the data604

already taken. Updated results are expected from both experiments soon using the full 2011 data set. This605

measurement will continue and if no new physics appears, the SM value will be observed some time between606

2015 and 2017 based on the current LHC midterm schedule and luminosity projections.607

LHCb has also produced results on the key decay B0 ! K�0�+�� [56] that could reveal evidence for new608

physics. The forward-backward asymmetry of the �� relative the direction of the parent B0 meson in the609

dimuon center of mass vs the q2 (dimuon invariant mass) is shown in Fig. 1-5. The SM prediction crosses610

over through zero in a narrow range of q2 due to the interference between the SM box and electroweak pengin611

diagrams. New physics can remove the crossover or displace its the location. Indications from low statistics612

at Belle, BABAR, and CDF seemed to indicate that this mught be happening. The new LHCb results are the613

most precise so far and are in good agreement with the SM.614

Many other decays are being studied, including all hadronic decays such as Bs ! ��, B ! D�, B ! DK,615

and states with photons such as Bs ! �.616

LHCb will run at a luminosity of 3.5 �1032cm�2s�1 for several years, limited by the bandwidth between the617

Level 0 trigger and the HLT. A substantial upgrade [60] that will enable LHCb to run at much higher rates618

is being developed. It will be installed in a long shutdown planned for the LHC in 2018. Between now and619

then, LHCb will accumulate about 1 fb�1 per operating year so a total of about 5 fb�1 will be obtained.620
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Observable
precision LHCb Upgrade

as of 2011 (5 fb�1) (50 fb�1)

S(Bs ! ��) | 0.08 0.02

S(Bs ! K�0 �K�0) | 0.07 0.02

S(B0 ! �K0
s ) 0.17 0.15 0.03

�s(Bs ! J= �) 0.35 0.019 0.006

S(Bs ! �) | 0.07 0.02

A��s(Bs ! �) | 0.14 0.03

A2
T (B

0 ! K�0�+��) | 0.14 0.04

s0AFB(B
0 ! K�0�+��) | 4% 1%

B(Bs ! �+��) | 30% 8%
B(B0!�+��)
B(Bs!�+��) | | �35%

(B ! D(�)K(�)) � 20� � 4� 0.9�

(B ! DsK) | � 7� 1.5�

�(B0 ! J= K0) 1� 0.5� 0.2�

Table 1-4. Sensitvities of LHCb to key observables. The current sensitivity is compared to that expected
after 5 fb�1 and that which will be achieved with 50 fb�1 by the upgraded experiment, all assuming

p
s =

14TeV. Note that at the upgraded LHCb, the yield in fb�1 in hadronic B and D decays will be higher on
account of the software trigger.

The sensitivity will increase by more than this because the LHC will run for at least 3 years of this period at621

14 TeV, with a correspondingly higher B cross section. After the upgrade is installed, LHCb will integrate622

about 5 fb�1 per year so that about 50 fb�1 will be obtained over the decade following 2018. The expected623

senstivity to selected important decays during each phase of LHCb running is shown in Table 1-4.624

B Physics at CMS and ATLAS625

CMS and ATLAS, the two detectors that are designed to explore high mass and high-pT phenomena at626

the LHC, cover j�j < 2:5. They are designed to operate at luminosities of up to 1034 cm�2s�1, which627

also implies the ability handle an average event pileup of �20. This demands that the detectors cover a628

large area with very high granularity. The detectors have many features that are needed to do B physics,629

including excellent vertex detectors, electron, photon, and muon identi�cation, triggering and reconstruction630

capability. However, they lack some important characteristics that are necessary to carry out a broad631

program of B physics. They have no charged hadron identi�cation. They also have very limited ability to632

trigger on low-pT objects of any kind and so simply fail to record most of the events containing b-quarks.633

They can implement muon triggers with relatively low thresholds of a few GeV/c. However, the rate of634

low-pT muons from B's competes for scarce resources of bandwidth at every level of the trigger system and635

for bandwidth to archival storage. The experiments struggle to record all the events that could contain636

direct evidence of new physics so B physics has low priority and is heavily prescaled. However, in a few637

cases, the experiments can successfully record b-decays with reasonable e�ciency. These typically involve638

�nal states that contain dimuons or reasonably high-pT single muons. One example of this, discussed above,639

is the rare decay Bs ! �+��, where CMS can be competitive because of clever triggering and because it can640

compensate for lower e�ciency because it is running at an order of magnitude higher luminosity. If CMS641

can maintain its triggering e�ciency as the LHC luminosity and eventually it's energy increase, CMS can642
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continue to be competitive in this study. The decay B0 ! K��+�� presents more problems. The muons643

are softer and more di�cult to trigger on and the lack of K-� separation increases the background to the644

K�. It is still hoped that CMS and ATLAS can play a con�rming role to LHCb in this study. Despite these645

problems, CMS and ATLAS will collect large numbers of b-decays and should be able to observe many new646

decay modes and perhaps new particles containing b and charmed quarks [61, 62].647

1.3.3 Charm Experiments648

In the SM, many charm decay modes involving loops or box diagrams are suppressed. Therefore, CP violating649

and rare decays of charmed particles are promising places to look for new physics since new phenomena could650

make observable contributions to such decays. In the future, information on charm decays will come from:651

� BES [64], an e+e� collider dedicated to the study of systems containing charmed quarks;652

� Two asymmetric B Factories, one an upgraded version of KEK-B [65], in Japan, with an upgraded653

version of the BELLE detector, Belle II; and a new dedidicated B factory, named SuperB [66], to be654

built in Italy near Rome with a new detector; and655

� LHCb, the dedicated heavy quark experiment at the LHC, which is described above, with perhaps656

some additional results in a few favorable decay modes from CMS and ATLAS.657

A fourth source of information on charm could come be �xed target experiments, of which the only currently658

approved example is PANDA [67] at the FAIR facility at Darmstadt, which will collide antiprotons in a659

storage ring with gas, solid, or liquid targets. The ability of that experiment to contribute will depend on660

the cross section for charm production by low energy antiprotons, a quantity that has not been measured661

and whose theoretical estimates vary from 1�b to 10�b, and the amount of time dedicated to the charm662

program, which competes with other aspects of the program that require the machine to operate below or663

close to the bare charm production threshold.664

For the experiments, the challenge will be to observe small e�ects. For theory, the task will be to pin down665

the size of the long range contributions so that observations can be correctly identi�ed as new physics or666

conventional physics.667

Charm Physics at Charm Factories668

The BES program carried out a major upgrade to a two ring machine optimized for running at center of mass669

energies of 3{4 GeV. The accelerator/storage ring, now called BEPCII, is designed for a peak luminosity of670

1�1033 cm�2s�1. An all new and improved detector, BESIII [68], has been built to exploit the opportunity671

a�orded by the higher luminosity. The upgraded machine began to run in July of 2008 and has achieved672

so far about 2/3 of the design luminosity. BESIII has now collected data at the center of mass energy673

of signi�cant cc resonances, including the  0, the J/ , the  (3770), and the Ds(4010). BESIII has now674

integrated about 3.5 times more data than CLEO-c on the  (3770). By studying charm particle properties675

on the  (3770) resonance which is very nearD{D threshold, BES has an almost pure source ofD mesons with676

tightly constrained kinematics. This provides powerful avor tagging capability, unique access to leptonic677

and semileptonic decay modes, and enables the study of decays that include neutrinos. The two D mesons678

are produced in the CP-odd state. This quantum correlation can be used to study CP violation and strong679

phases. BESIII will perform a similar program on the Ds(4010), which should lead to a major advance in680

our understanding of the Ds meson.681
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With these exposures, BESIII could well be the leader in the use of the charm system as a QCD laboratory.682

BES should excel in the determination of fD and fDs
and many form factors determined from semileptonic683

decays of charmed mesons. One of the primary goals is to validate Lattice QCD in the charm system so684

that its calculations can be trusted when applied to the B system, where it is used to extract CKM matrix685

elements from measurements of decays, CP violation, and mixing. These results, many of them from data686

already in hand, should precede by a few years any data that could come from super-B-factory running on687

a boosted  (3770), as discussed below.688

Charm Physics at e+e� B Factories689

The major e�ort at the upgraed B factories, SuperKEKB and SuperB, is to learn about new physics by690

carrying out precision measurements of mixing and CP violation and searching for rare decays of Bd and Bu691

mesons, primarily by running on the �(4S). However, massive statistics on charm decays will be gathered692

from the charm meson and baryon daughters of the B decays as well as direct charm production from the693

continuum background under the resonance. Most of the charm sensitivity will be obtained from this mode694

of running.695

A new possibility is being studied by SuperB. They are considering a run of 500 fb�1 on the  (3770). The696

energies of the two rings will be chosen so that � will between 0.24 and 0.6. This choice provides good697

acceptance and precision measurements of the time dependence of the decays. The results will occur well698

after the BES results but will exceed them by a factor of 50 in integrated luminosity. For SuperB this might699

make sense in the early phase of running when the luminosity is still low. This would allow them to carry out700

charm studies that take advantage of the production at threshold and quantum coherence with the added701

advantage that they would be able to study the time dependence of the decays.702

Charm Physics at the LHC703

LHCb, the dedicated B phyiscs experiment at the LHC, also has signi�cant capability to study charm704

decays. The B decays recorded by LHCb are themselves a copious source of charmed particles. Direct705

production of charm at the LHC is a few percent of the total cross section so the direct charm rate is706

enormous and actually has to be suppressed since it competes with B physics for precious resources such707

as output bandwidth between the Level 0 trigger and the higher level trigger. Even with this suppression,708

LHCb records a very high rate of directly produced charm. LHCb should be a leader in the spectroscopy709

and decay properties of charmed baryons and in the study of rare and lepton avor and lepton number710

violating decays. It should be able to carry out a large number of detailed decay studies including Dalitz711

plot analyses and time-dependent Dalitz plot analyses. It does not have an overall energy constraint so the712

study of many decays that involve neutrinos in the �nal state will be di�cult to do. LHCb's ability to do713

states with photons and �0's e�ciently is still to be demonstrated.714

After LHCb is upgraded, with more events reaching the HLT, a much more targeted selection of events to715

record will be possible. This should bene�t the LHCb charm program and permit it to improve or at least716

maintain its e�ciency for charm as the luminosity of the LHC increases.717

Conclusion718

The basic CP-violating parameters in charm can be measured by LHCb and the B factories. A summary of719

the sensitivity of the B factories and LHCb for these quantities is given in Table 1-5. These measurements720
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Observable Current Expt. LHCb SuperB Belle II LHCb Upgrade

5 fb�1 75 ab�1 50 ab�1 50 fb�1

x (0.63 � 0.20)% 0.06% 0.02% 0.04% 0.02%

y (0.75 � 0.12)% 0.03% 0.01% 0.03% 0.01%

yCP (1.11 � 0.22)% 0.02% 0.03% 0.05% 0.01%

jq=pj (0.91 � 0.17)% 8.5% 2.7% 3.0% 3%

arg(q=p) [�] �10:2� 9:2 4.4 1.4 1.4 2.0

Table 1-5. Sensitivities of B factories and LHCb to key CP violation observables in charm decay. The
current state of the art is shown along with expectations from Belle II, SuperB, and LHCb.

may reveal new physics beyond the Standard Model and will help in the discriminating among the various721

models of new physics.722

1.3.4 Exotic States723

Recently, there has been an explosion of new results on heavy meson spectroscopy. The BABAR and Belle724

experiments, in addition to advancing the �eld of bottomonium spectroscopy by observing the bb ground725

state �b and other missing bb states, have observed 18 states in the mass range 3872 MeV to 4700 MeV.726

These so-called \XYZ" states do not easily �t into the expected spectrum of charmonium states. An example727

is the very narrow X(3872), �rst observed by Belle, but con�rmed by BABAR, CDF, D�, and now also by728

CMS and LHCb. Many models have been proposed to explain this state, including that it may be a D0D�0
729

molecule.730

In addition to searching for additional states, the experimental agenda includes the measurement of masses731

and widths, branching fractions, and quantum number for the observed states.732

The super-B factories study charmonium states in the decay of B mesons. They may also directly produce733

charmonium and bottomonium states that have 1�� quantum numbers. The e+e� charm factories can study734

1�� charmonium resonances. The LHC experiments may produce charmonium states directly or observe735

them in B-meson decays. They can also study bottomonium states. The PANDA experiment at the new736

p facility, FAIR, in Darmstadt can study charmonium. The p experiments can produce charmonium states737

exclusively by annihilation or in association with other particles. In particular for narrow-width meson738

resonances that can be produced by annihilation in pp collisions at FAIR, the measurement of the mass and739

width (� ' 50 KeV) can be obtained very accurately from machine scans across the resonances.740

These studies complement the ability of these experiments to probe high mass scales. They provide741

an opportunity to study one of nature's fundamental interactions, QCD, in a regime where it is poorly742

understood. A large community of both theorists and experimentalists are focused on these topics.743
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1.4 The Need for New Experiments and Facilities744

Before looking forward, it makes sense to review some history. After the SSC was cancelled in 1993, it became745

clear that the Energy Frontier was going to shift from the Fermilab Tevatron to the LHC at CERN. At that746

time, the U.S. was the leader on quark avor-physics experiments at the Intensity Frontier. B-physics was747

still dominated by the CLEO experiment. The most sensitive rare K decay experiments performed to date748

were then underway at the Brookhaven AGS. A few years later, the asymmetric e+e� B-factories were built749

at SLAC and KEK, increasing the size of B meson datasets by two orders of magnitude and also opening750

the door to measurements of time-dependent CP asymmetries. As LHC construction continued, a number751

of aggressive quark-avor initiatives were put forward in the U.S. These included the BTeV proposal which752

would have used the Tevatron for B-physics, the CKM proposal which would have made the �rst high-753

statistics measurement of K+ ! �+�� using the Fermilab Main Injector, and the RSVP proposal which754

included an experiment (KOPIO) to measure K0
L ! �0�� at the Brookhaven AGS. After being toyed with755

for years, all of these initiative were ultimately terminated. Also, as accelerator breakthroughs capable of756

increasing B-factory luminosity by more than another order of magnitude were made, the opportunity to757

upgrade the PEP-II B-factory at SLAC was not pursued; subsequently, the proponents coalesced around758

what is now the Italian super-avor factory planned to be built at the new Cabbibo lab near Rome.759

Today the only kaon experiments running or under construction are in Asia or Europe. The only B-physics760

experiments running or under construction are in Asia or Europe. The only charm experiments running or761

under construction are in Asia or Europe. This would make sense if the physics opportunities provided by762

these experiments were second class. However, that is not the case. Indeed, the laboratory that owns the763

Energy Frontier is also the home of a running B-physics experiment, which has a clear upgrade path, and a764

rare K decay experiment which is under construction.765

Looking forward, it is clear in spite of this history that there is strong interest and a potentially substantial766

community in the U.S. for an Intensity Frontier avor-physics program. Indeed, U.S. physicists are players in767

almost all the o�shore experiments, but only small players. Two conclusions are obvious: U.S. participation768

in o�shore Intensity Frontier experiments should be supported, and steps should be taken to recapture the769

lead that the U.S. had at the quark-avor Intensity Frontier until recently.770

The basic motivation for this program can be described very simply. If the LHC observes new high-mass771

states, it will be necessary to distinguish between models proposed to explain them. This will require tighter772

constraints from the avor sector, which can come from more precise experiments using strange, charm, and773

bottom quark systems. If the LHC does not make such discoveries, then the ability of precision avor-physics774

experiments to probe mass scales far above LHC, through virtual e�ects, is the best hope to see signals that775

may point toward the next energy scale to explore. Therefore, a healthy U.S. particle physics program must776

include a vigorous avor-physics component.777

A few conclusions from this working group can be summarized briey:778

� Intensity Frontier experiments using strange, charm, and bottom quark systems are an essential779

component of a balanced world-wide particle physic program. The U.S., which led in this area only a780

few years ago, should endeavor to be among the leaders in the future.781

� Several Intensity Frontier experiments using strange, charm, and bottom quark systems are underway782

and are planned at laboratories around the world (including KEK and J-PARC in Japan, BES-III in783

China, and at the CERN and Frascati/Cabibbo laboratories in Europe). The U.S. needs to be involved784

in these experiments on a signi�cant scale in order to exploit the expertise gained over the many years785

that U.S. facilities led in these areas and to ensure its participation in possible new discoveries.786
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� At the present time, no Intensity Frontier experiments using strange, charm, or bottom quark systems787

are underway in the U.S., in spite of the fact that existing facilities at Fermilab provide powerful788

capabilities. In particular, world-leading rare kaon decay experiments can be mounted at Fermilab,789

using the Main Injector, with relatively modest investment. The ORKA experiment, if it proceeds,790

would exploit this opportunity.791

� Kaon beams from Project X can provide a singular opportunity for Intensity Frontier avor physics792

experiments. These experiments comprise an important element within the world-wide avor-physics793

program, and their physics case is compelling.794

� To exploit the potential that Project X can provide, improved detectors will be needed. Therefore, an795

active program of detector R&D focused on the key issues is critical.796
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